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Dear Reader, 

Thank you for downloading our Mindful Communication 
Primer.  

Mindful Communication — based on Buddhist wisdom 
teachings — is a practical guide to nurture healthy 
communication and to heal fractured communication. 

I was so deeply impressed when I first encountered Mindful 
Communication in 2009 that I immediately began studying 
with its founder Susan Gillis Chapman.  

I felt her insights work their way down into the depths of me. 
In all the years since, it has never failed to guide me — even 
in my most challenging situations.  
  
Susan Gillis Chapman is a senior meditation teacher, a 
marriage and family therapist for over 30 years, and is the 
renowned author of The Five Keys to Mindful 
Communication.  

Her insights are informed by the breadth and depth of her 
life experience — as a meditator and meditation teacher, her 
study of Contemplative Psychology, her career as a 
psychologist, interventions with victims of domestic violence 
and with sex offenders in a maximum security prison, and as 
the leader of a multi-year advanced meditation retreat. All of 
this has ignited her insight, allowing her to adapt the most 
profound wisdom teachings to everyday interactions. 

For the last 10 years, I have been privileged to teach program 
after program with Susan throughout North America and 

https://www.shambhala.com/the-five-keys-to-mindful-communication-607.html


Europe. I realize how indispensable this approach is for me, both as a student and a teacher.  

All of us slip into mindlessness. No one is immune. But when we practice Mindful Communication, it deeply transforms us 
— we become more acutely sensitive and resilient and caring and clear-minded.   

Mindful Communication has transformed my life and my relationships. And I hope it does yours as well. 

Please enjoy this free Primer. Please ask those who want it to download it from our website at http://greenzonetalk.com/
primer. 

Best, 
Greg Heffron 
Executive Director 
Green Zone Institute 

http://greenzonetalk.com/primer
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Our Natural Communication System 
The core of our Natural Communication System is mindfulness — paying basic 
attention. The good news is that mindfulness is actually built right into us — and can be 
simple. 

When we are caught in the habit of distracting ourselves — a regular experience for 
most of us — we slip out of the present moment. Here, we are trying to avoid our own 
real experience. But that is like trying to avoid the air or the sky or your heart beating. 
We can only pretend to do so. 

Mindfulness — paying basic attention — simply asks that we to settle into our Awake 
Body, Tender Heart and Open Mind. This brings us back to the present moment, 
where our real life really is. Whether that moment is pleasurable or painful, being with 
that experience allows us to make real choices, seek out healthy situations and weave 
genuine connections with others. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• When do you notice yourself seeking distraction from what’s actually happening?  

• How do you notice when you’re paying close attention? 

PRACTICE 

• Take a few minutes to scan your Body, paying close attention to your five senses, one by one. 

• Scan your Heart (emotions) and find out what’s coming up in your experience.  

• Finally, briefly scan your Mind to see what’s arising in your thoughts, without judging them. 
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The Three Lights
         (our three states of communication)

Red: Shut Down/Not Paying Attention

Yellow: Confusion/Anxiety/Self-Attack

Green: Open/Paying Attention



The Three Lights 
These three states in our communication are always changing, moment by 
moment. Using this simple model as a guide, we can discern what is going on in 
our own experience, as well as wondering about the experience of those around 
us — always in the present moment.  

Are we open to ourselves and others (Green)? Are we struggling with a crisis of 
self-doubt (Yellow)? Or did we shut down into “toxic beliefs,” unchecked 
emotions or ignoring our senses (Red)? 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• What does it feel like when you open up? (Green) 

• What does it feel like when you suddenly doubt your own decency and 

goodness? (Yellow) 

• What does it feel like when you shut down? (Red) 

PRACTICE 

• Pick a short period of time — from a few minutes to several hours — where you’ll observe The Three Lights in your 

experience. Try to notice the Green moments. Try to identify moments of Yellow. And see if you can notice even 

small moments of Red (which we typically see in retrospect).



The Three Guidelines

When the Light is Red: Stop

When the Light is Yellow: Be Careful

When the Light is Green: Go
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The Three Guidelines 
Once we can identify The Three Lights, even to a basic degree, we can ask ourselves what to do 
when a Light is Red, Yellow or Green. The Three Guidelines sound simplistic at first, but they’re 
actually deep teachings.  

When the Light is Red, Stop means we should recognize that if someone is closed off, they’re 
already unavailable in that moment for a real exchange. Here, it’s better to hold steady and wait 
for a genuine opening than to push forward and risk a “collision.”  

When the Light is Yellow, Be Careful means that when we’re in a state of anxiety and self-
attack, we need care. And we also need to be ‘care-ful' — careful about which environments we’re 
exposed to, and what kind of voices we seek out (even which ‘voices’ within our own thoughts). 

When the Light is Green, Go means that when we’re connected to ourselves, we are automatically connected to the 
world outside us. If our conversation partners are open as well, so much is possible. This is exactly the time to move 
forward, whether on plans for the future, an intimate conversation, sorting out past misunderstandings or just enjoying 
ourselves. And even when we’re alone we could appreciate the Green Light and “Go” with our inspirations. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Have you ‘gone forward’ when someone’s light was Red? What happened? 
• Have you provided care when someone’s light was Yellow? How did it go? 
• Have you gone forward in a conversation when both you and your partner’s light was Green? How did that feel? 

PRACTICE 

• Choose one of The Three Guidelines and focus on it for a day. Notice what questions arise when you try to apply 

your chosen Guideline in real time. Write in your journal about these questions. Find out what you really think 

about Stopping, Being Careful or Going.



Mindful Communication Requires
We Listen to Both Ourselves and Others
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“I am 
unloveable”

“I am 
unforgivable”

“I am 
unworthy”

“ I am cut off”
(the false self)

“I am 
powerless”

The Five Yellow Light Fears
(“I’m afraid that...”)
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The Five Yellow Light Fears 
These five fears are different flavors of ‘catastrophic thinking’ that can arise 
when we get shocked, embarrassed, ashamed or alarmed. Coming back to 
mindfulness would help us realize that none of these are true statements. 
But when we’re attacking ourselves in these exaggerated ways, we’re often 
too afraid to return to mindfulness. We’re frightened that we might “find 
out that we’re bad.” Nothing could be further from the truth. The irony is 
that mindfulness shows us that while we might have things we need to 
change — sometimes serious and substantial things — our basic human 
nature is awake, open, decent, worthy and kind. That’s actually what allows 
us to change: that innate openness at the core of who we are.  

Here, when we’re attacking ourselves, the instruction of When the Light is 
Yellow, Be Careful applies. How can we create or find an environment of 
caring so that we can slow down and rediscover the goodness we were born 
with? 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Do you ever hear these discouraging and disparaging voices in 
your own mind? Do you care for yourself when the arrows of this 
“inner critic” strike you in the heart? 

PRACTICE 

• Going through your day, look for a few moments — even small moments — where one of these discouraging fears 
echoes in your mind. Don’t try to squash it or drown it out. Instead, just note it lightly and tenderly — and then 
let it go. On the next few pages, we’ll suggest ways to work with these Yellow Light fears in a nurturing way.



The Two Green Zones

Personal Green Zone Social Green Zone



Personal Green Zone 
These are the mindfulness-based activities we do to soothe and strengthen ourselves when 
we feel thrown, lost or self-hating. They’re marked by helping us reconnect in the present 
moment with the goodness of our Awake Body (senses), Tender Heart (emotions), and 
Open Mind (thoughts and mental spaciousness). The activity could be meditation — 
connecting deeply with yourself. It could be sitting by a lake on a misty morning. It could 
be reading poetry. It could be playing with our kids. Or singing. The activity isn’t as crucial 
as the effect.  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Is this reconnecting me with myself, or am I using it to avoid my direct experience? 
Instead of feeling that these activities are ‘optional,’ could I understand them as crucial 
parts of self-care and self-acceptance? 

PRACTICE 

• When a Yellow Light crisis arises, bring it to a Personal Green Zone. This means doing 
something simple, kind and nourishing to care for yourself. Perhaps it’s pulling up the 
memory of a beloved friend or family member who makes you remember your 
confidence. Perhaps it’s just taking a moment to slow down and look at the view out your 
window. Perhaps it’s listening to music that makes you feel alive. Perhaps it’s reading a book that taps into deep 
meaning and inspiration. Whatever positive activity allows you to feel your goodness in a mindful way, offer it to 
yourself with the genuine desire to overcome self-aggression.



Social Green Zone 
These are mindful conversations we have with others that help 
soothe our self-doubt and self-attacks, and which help us 
reconnect with our Green Light. We need to hold these 
conversations only with trusted friends or loved ones. This isn’t 
the time to debate someone. In these moments, we need our 
friend to listen deeply and be powerfully present with our Yellow 
Light discomfort — without leaping to “solutions.”  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• The aim of a Social Green Zone is for the listener to help the 
speaker remember their own goodness and decency, and to see 
through their self-doubt. Once that occurs, many possibilities can 
open up. Without that, very little is possible.  

PRACTICE 

• Look for situations in your life where kindness and intimacy 
allow you the support to explore your Yellow Light fears. You 
don’t want to do this with someone you aren’t comfortable or feel 
safe with. Reserve these conversations for your closest people. If 
no one is available, use your Personal Green Zone methods 
instead (see previous page). 



The Five Keys to Mindful Communication
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Join the Mindful Communication Movement 
The world needs your deepest, truest self. Please use these teachings and 
practices to be kind to yourself, make the changes you need to make, and 
open to others in a world that needs your whole self: Body, Heart and Mind. 

Green Zone Institute is dedicated to bringing these teachings out into the 
world. We offer online and live classes (across North America and Europe). 

Resources 
• Please see our website for Video and Audio teachings. 

• Sign up for our email newsletter. 

• Like Green Zone Institute on Facebook. 

• Facebook Discussion Groups 

• Mindful Communication IS Possible (general interest group) 

• Mindful Communication Resources for Professionals & Meditators 

• Subscribe to our YouTube Channel 

• Follow us on Instagram 

• Follow us on Twitter 

Courses & Online Community 
Beyond the offerings below, see the full list on our Programs Page 

https://www.greenzonetalk.com/video/
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/video/audio-recordings/
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/contact-us/newsletter-subscription/
https://www.facebook.com/greenzoneinstitute/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/greenzonetalk/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/greenzonepro/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjQvejtZsVUHdQTmZzC_4OA
https://www.instagram.com/greenzoneinstitute/
https://twitter.com/GreenZoneInst
http://www.greenzonetalk.com/programs/


The Green Zone Connection (Online Community) 
Our online community help us engage with Mindful Communication teachings and training in our daily lives. While this 

community is constantly evolving and adapting, members can expect:  

• short weekly video teachings from Greg Heffron, Susan Gillis Chapman and others 

• regular live broadcasts with Q&A and group interaction 

• online guided meditations 

• documents, diagrams and other helpful resources  

• online forums to discuss Mindful Communication with other members 

We open The Green Zone Connection periodically to let in new members. Sign up on the Resources list above or check 

back on our website to get updates on the next dates for enrollment. Click for more » 

Green Zone Leader Course (8-Month Advanced Certification in Mindful Communication)  
This intensive weekly seminar aims to train “Green Zone Leaders” who will take Susan Gillis Chapman’s Mindful 

Communication teachings out into a world. In this course, Green Zone Institute Executive Director and Senior Teacher 

Greg Heffron will train a close cohort of participants to develop the skills to facilitate others as well as uncovering genuine 

transformative insight within their own experience. PREREQUISITE: reading The Five Keys to Mindful Communication 

and completion of a previous live or online course, OR 2-months active participation in The Green Zone Connection online 

community. Click for more »

https://www.greenzonetalk.com/gzc
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/gzc
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/adv2020
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/adv2020


The Five Keys to Mindful 
Communication 
 
“Good communication is essential to any healthy relationship, whether it’s between 
spouses, family members, friends, or co-workers, and mindfulness—the practice of 
nonjudgmental awareness—can help us communicate more effectively and meaningfully 
with others in our personal and professional lives. Here, Susan Chapman, a 
psychotherapist and long-time Buddhist practitioner, explains how the practice of 
mindfulness awareness can change the way we speak and listen, enhance our 
relationships, and help us achieve our goals.” 

"In a clear and at times humorous style this encouraging book gives our heart the green light to open. 
Susan Chapman presents accessible practices from Buddhism and the best in psychology to help this 
happen." —David Richo, author of Coming Home to Who You Are 

"This is an invaluable resource for anyone who longs for connection with others. Susan Chapman’s simple explanations and engaging stories 
provide us with practical tools that let us recognize our shared humanity, moving us from a ‘me-first’ approach to a ‘we-first’ one." —Karen 
Kissel Wegela, author of The Courage to Be Present and What Really Helps 

Susan Gillis Chapman MA LMFT 

Susan is a retired Marital and Family therapist who has been practicing and teaching mindfulness meditation for over 35 
years.  Susan has a unique background that combines expertise in western relationship psychology with spiritual 
practice.  After receiving an MA in Buddhist and Western Psychology she spent ten years working with victims and 
perpetrators of domestic violence. During that time she worked as the program director for a battered women’s shelter 
and as the clinical director for a counseling center that offered both prison and community based treatment programs 
for men who abused women and children. 
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